be a fibre bundle over the n-sphere having the fibre A and the structure group G. Then what are obstructions for extending a given map
COROLLARY. Let p t : Xi->S
n two principal G Γ bundles with its characteristic class ξ % (z'=l, 2) respectively. Assume that dim G x is less than n -1 and G 1} G 2 are both path-connected. Then X ± has the same homotopy type as X 2 if and only if there exists a homotopy equivalence h:G 1 -^G 2 such that h*(ξ 1 ) = dzξ 2 
and
Finally I thank prof. A. Dold and his coleague at Universitat Heidelberg for their kindness in preparation of this note. § 2. Obstructions.
Let p: X-*S n be the fibre bundle as stated in § 1. First we note the following lemma which is originally deviced in [1] .
LEMMA 1. X is considered as a space which is obtained from identification as follows -
Proof. We may regard the disk D n as a space
Hence X is decomposed as follows: Thus we know that our obstruction is just |*(/). Let ^0 be the unit of a group and φ be the action of G on ^4 (Gx^4->^4 
Remark. If A-G o(s)
is the obstruction for the map s being homomorphic up to homotopy.
LEMMA 5. Our obstruction £*(/) (^π n -i(H A , /)) zs decomposed in Proposition 4 as follows: where λξ-dc for the boundary operator d: π n (S n )-*π n -i(A) in the homotopy exact sequence of the bundle.
Proof. The first factor easily follows from definitions, and the second follows from identities: Thus we must describe the group π n -1 (Y Λ , /') with more usual concepts, and then we consider the following diagram which is analogus to the diagram in §3. 
ί,/')
κ*{Hi, S t ) βύ Tu Λ ,f) - π*{H Λ , So) , 3Ό) o, Λ) (incl)* π*(Y Λ , Λ)
